
WRITING A BUSINESS PLAN TO OPEN A BAR

When you open a bar, it's crucial to set objectives and strategies to achieve them. Here's how to write a bar business
plan that will roadmap your success.

Research your potential customers and use demographic information, published statistics, and results of
surveys to convince the lender that your business will have a steady customer base. The wine selection will be
somewhat smaller but just as impressive. West Palm Beach Florida 3. A SWOT analysis is a method for
strategic planning that evaluates these four elements as they relate to the business objectives. If you end up
having just too much of certain beverage, run a promo sale to get rid of it. This neighborhood bar is one of
three in Palm Beach County that are privately held by the same owner. It may not be the best path to adopt
though as you will have to be really careful with your expenses and have a sever cutting-cost policy in place.
Many banks will make their initial funding decisions solely on the strength of the proposal. If you are
proposing a classy cocktail lounge, for example, you might note that all bars within a mile radius are geared
towards a college audience or are biker bars. All staff are hand selected and share the same core beliefs of the
owners; everyone will be trained to be keenly aware of patrons and anticipate their needs before the customer
does, for example always offering to promptly show them to their table, graciously asking to hang their coats,
and bring them their drinks expediently. Again, depending on the size and your role in the bar, you will need
to hire a different amount of personnel. Here are some general guidelines to follow: - For smaller
establishments like a neighborhood bar or pub consider a space in the range of 1. Identify and describe your
market competitors and their business strategies, particularly how successful or unsuccessful they are at
attracting your target bar patrons and why. Her work has appeared in numerous journals, newspapers and
corporate publications. Talk about the bar's main selling point, such as a special offering of beers on tap, an
on-site microbrewery, or special themed nights designed to attract different types of people. Gray is a keen
talent scout and will screen local acts for live performances. Same goes with the drinks â€” will you serve
beer, wine-only or cocktails as well? Revenue up 6. Yet, if you plan to serve liquor as well, pull out some
paper and start doing the inventory. Your business plan should show your initial costs as well as how much of
your capital is tied up in real estate, furniture, liquor and equipment. Well, that depends on the size of your
venue and approximate amount of customers per day. Everything is happening. If you want to have returning
customers, invest into creating an appealing atmosphere. This target group was selected primarily because of
the location of the bar and grille, the setting is designed to appeal to this target market and the current target
market does not have any venues comparable to the subject. You should consider something spacious of
around 2. During the first 6 months monitor your deliveries to work out the ultimate stock up schedule. Offer a
pizza delivery to give away your cards in exchange for doing same. Marketing Reassure lenders that your bar
will be a success by explaining how you will promote it to potential customers. Zinn will prepare traditional
both traditional bar fare along with local specialties such as fresh Atlantic Grouper and Mahi Mahi. Do they
know the difference between swank and cost-conscious? Make sure you have done some promotion in
advance as getting zero customers on Day 1 may feel really depressing. Very specific target market â€” if the
target market was broader the owners could increase market share in the segment that was the strongest. The
owners will rely on POS system for orders, inventory control, accounting functions, time management and
other functions.


